
ESSAY ABOUT THE MOVIE SICKO

Sicko is a documentary produced, written and directed by the American filmmaker Michael Moore. The film investigates
the United States health cares system, focusing primarily on health insurance and the pharmaceutical industry. Michael
Moore depicts the American health care.

Basically, it compares universal health care system in other countries to that of United States. Michael Moore
continues to prove to be a monumental influence through his work in the movie industry. The current health
care system in the United States is hazardous to your health because it keeps people in debt, it isn't available to
everyone and it can kill you. These debates were fuelled by Sicko, a documentary movie filmed by Michael
Moore. She was fully covered by Kaiser-Permanente health insurance. Why would this be? However, this
American dream is only a facade or an illusion that takes my mind away from some of America 's flaws. Also,
each sentence in your paragraph must provide support for your topic sentence. There are better ways that
would make our lives better in many ways. These thousands of Americans pay monthly for their health
insurance so that they will be covered in instances like these. To achieve this, they emphasized on key policy
issues mentioned above. May 30, , Testimony before U. His documentary focuses on the corruption, the
political agenda, and comparing the American healthcare systems compared to others. Moore starts his
documentary by briefly talking about the Columbine High School shooting and then moves on to discuss
things that may have truly been a factor in some the aggression that the two students so aggressively took out
on their peers. The documentary "SiCKO" would have us make our own conclusion, however it gives us a
good look at greed as the motivating factor. Now assume if these 50 million people are not treated, does this
sound fair. It wasn't available to them for any number of reasons. I choose topic sentences for each paragraph,
then underneath the topic sentence I start planning my paragraph sentences. The documenter shows how many
other countries have free medical insurance and that they are doing very well. An educated, healthy and
confident nation is harder to govern. This mission was featured in his documentary, Sicko. Remember, each
paragraph should have a topic sentence that ties into your main theses. He gives insight to corrupt things that
our government is involved in that citizens do not know. Admittedly, education or legal systems are quite
secondary in this perspective. It goes without saying that some states are not preoccupied with well-being of
their citizens, and these countries are usually called developing. However, it is necessary to point out that in
spite of the fact that the issue is viewed from quite different perspectives the image created is still one-sided.
Reforms on policy issues The congress made several legislations aimed at improving health care system in the
United States. According to Moore, about fifty million Americans are uninsured. In this documentary, the
director and writer Michael Moore exposes the dysfunctional health care system in the United States, which
sacrifice essential health services in order to maximize profits and insurance companies, which pay bonuses to
employees who are successful in denying coverage and claims Get Essay Throughout the documentary, Moore
gives numerous examples of insured patients being denied a multitude of treatments from their insurance
companies. The documentary provides an in depth understanding and analysis of the unceasing health care
problems in America. She expects me to know what I'm doing. Sicko by Michael Moore is a moving and
poignant documentary, but it is also biased and his persuasion tactics are easy to identify. And therefore, they
think perhaps the safest thing to do is to take orders and hope for the best. Is this possible? It's incredible that
people put up with it, but they're poor, they're demoralized, they're frightened. And I think there's an element
in the thinking of some people: "We don't want people to be educated, healthy and confident because they
would get out of control. In addition, the act included provisions which are aimed at increasing Medicaid
eligibility. This documentary was very interesting for me. The arguments that Moore used may not be
considered tangible by all, but he definitely did have the evidence to support his argument. Throughout the
documentary Michael Moore investigates health care within the United States. The documentary supports its
arguments using emotions to persuade rather logic and reason to convince. Another policy issue is insurance
coverage, which according to statistics, leaves out about 50 million people uninsured. This leaves over two
fifty million others who are insured albeit with several complications. Butler English 


